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Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 2
You work as a Database Administrator for BigApple Inc. The
Company uses Oracle as its database. You enabled standard
database auditing. Later, you noticed that it has a huge impact
on performance of the database by generating a large amount of
audit data. How will you keep control on this audit data?
A. By implementing principle of least privilege.
B. By setting the REMOTE_LOGIN_PASSWORDFILE instance parameter
to NONE.
C. By removing some potentially dangerous privileges.
D. By limiting the number of audit records generated to only
those of interest.
Answer: D
Explanation:
Auditing is the process of monitoring and recording the actions
of selected users in a database. Auditing is of the following
types: Mandatory auditing Standard auditing Fine-grained
auditing By focusing the audits as narrow as possible, you will
get audit records for events that are of significance. If it is
possible then try doing audit by session, not by access. When
auditing a database the SYS.AUD$ table may grow many gigabytes.
You may delete or truncate it periodically to control the load
of audit data. minimum set of privileges that are just
sufficient to accomplish their requisite roles, so that even if
the users try, they cannot perform those actions that may
critically endanger the safety of data in the event of any
malicious attacks. It is important to mention that some damage
to data may still be unavoidable. Therefore, after identifying
the scope of their role, users are allocated only those minimal
privileges just compatible with that role. This helps in
minimizing the damage to data due to malicious attacks. Grant
of more privileges than necessary may make data critically
vulnerable to malicious exploitation. The principle of least
privilege is also known as the principle of minimal privilege
and is sometimes also referred to as POLA, an abbreviation for
the principle of least authority. The principle of least
privilege is implemented to enhance fault tolerance, i.e. to
protect data from malicious attacks. While applying the
principle of least privilege, one should ensure that the
parameter 07_DICTIONARY_ACCESSIBILITY in the data dictionary is
set to FALSE, and revoke those packages and roles granted to a
special pseudo-user known as Public that are not necessary to
perform the legitimate actions, after reviewing them. This is
very important since every user of the database, without
exception, is automatically allocated the Public pseudo-user
role. Some of the packages that are granted to the special
pseudo-user known as Public are as follows: UTL_TCP UTL_SMTP
UTL_HTTP UTL_FILE REMOTE_LOGIN_PASSWORDFILE is an
initialization parameter used to mention whether or not Oracle
will check for a password file and by which databases a
password file can be used. The various properties of this
initialization parameter are as follows: Parameter type: String
Syntax: REMOTE_LOGIN_PASSWORDFILE = {NONE | SHARED | EXCLUSIVE}

Default value: NONE Removing some potentially dangerous
privileges is a security option. All of the above discussed
options are security steps and are not involved in standard
database auditing.

NEW QUESTION: 3
An administrator has an existing NIM server running AIX 5.3
TL9. They would like to use this NIM server to upgrade an
existing VIO server (VIOS) partition from version 1.5 to
version 2.2 FP24.
A. Upgrade the VIOS LPAR to Fix Pack 12.
B. Ensure that Virtual I/O Tools have been installed on the NIM
server.
C. Commit all applied e-fix packages in the VIOS partition.
D. UpgradetheNIMservertoAIX6.1TL6.
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 4
DRAG DROP
You have a Hyper-V host named
2016. Server1 hosts a virtual
Windows Server 2016. VM1 uses
The disk configuration of VM1

Server1 that runs Windows Server
machine named VM1. VM1 runs
a VHD for storage.
is shown in the exhibit.

You need to increase the size of volume D to 400 GB.
Which cmdlets should you run on Server1 and VM1? To answer,
drag the appropriate cmdlets to the correct servers. Each
cmdlet may be used once, more than once, or not at all. You may
need to drag the split bar between panes or scroll to view
content.
NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point.
Answer:
Explanation:
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